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What is claimed is:

1: A Fourier transform processor responsive to N input data points to compute N data

output points, said Fourier transform processor comprising:

a plurality of r parallel processing elements, each of said plurality of r parallel processing

elements having N/r input data points and N/r output data points, said N/r input data points

of said plurality of r parallel processors being coupled to respective ones of said N input

data points, each of said plurality of r parallel processing elements being independent of

each other and having at least two stages of butterfly computing elements; and

a combination phase computing element having N output points forming said N data

output data points of said Fourier transform processor, said combination phase computing

element having N input data points coupled to respective ones of said N/r output data

points from said plurality of r processing elements, said combination phase computing

element including a single stage of butterfly computing elements.

2. A Fourier transform processor in accordance with claim 1> wherein said single stage of

butterfly computing elements in said combination phase computing element is represented

by:

^ (ajlN/r+M)N
X = > X~ Wat (37)

ii=o

for I = 0, 1,. . r - 1, k = 0, 1, , |3 - 1, where ((x))N denotes x modulo N.
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3. A Fourier transform processor in accordance with claim 1, wherein each of said r

parallel processing elements includes a butterfly processing element for use in a

decimation in frequency radix-r butterfly responsive to a plurality of input data points, said

radix-r butterfly providing a plurality of output data points, said butterfly processing

element comprising:

a plurality of multipliers, each of said multipliers having a respective first and second input

terminals and a respective output terminal; and

an adder having a plurality of input terminals and an output terminal, each of said plurality

of input terminals of said adder being coupled to a respective one of said output terminals

of said plurality of multipliers;

said plurality of first input terminals of said plurality of multipliers each being respectively

coupled to one of said plurality of input data points, said output terminal of said adder

being coupled to one of said plurality of output data points

said plurality of second input terminals of said plurality of multipliers being coupled to a

set of coefficients derived from the product of an adder matrix Tr and a twiddle factor

matrix .
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4. A butterfly processing element in accordance with claim 3, wherein said coefficients

derived from the product of said adder matrix Tr and said twiddle factor matrix w£r , are

substantially given by

T =

w° w° - w°

w° w N/r w2N/r

w° w2N/r w4N/r - w2(r - 1)N/r = [T(/>mJ (5A),

w° w (r-l)N/r _ w (r-l)
2
N/r

N
«im-))N

where T
(J)m)

=w (6A),

and defining W(r, k, ;> the set of the twiddle factor matrices Wj, as:

W
(r,k,i)

=

w (0,k,i) 0

0 w (l,k,i)

0 0 - w

0

0

((r-D,k,i)

=
[
w (/,mjrk)i) ] (8A),

in which,

((N(i)Zr'))N
w a.m)(k, ;)

=w 1 for 1 = m, and 0 elsewhere (9A),

wherein,

BrDIF =W(r,k,i)
xT

r ~ l?rDIF(/,m

|

k i) ]

With R (amN/r+N(k/r')i r'))Nwitn tJrDIF(i m)(k i)

- W (11 A),
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1 = m = 0,..., r- 1, i = 0,1.., n - 1, k = 0,1.., (N/r) - 1, ((x))N denotes x modulo N and N (k/

r
5

) is defined as the integer part of the division of k and r
l

,
whereby the operation of said

butterfly processing element for said decimation in frequency radix-r butterfly is:

r
] (12A)

the colon vectorX (rjk i)
= Br DrP x x =

[
x

( k;i) J

where the 1
th
output X

(0(k[)
- £x

(m)
w ((,mN/I+N(k/r,) ' r,))N

(13A).

m = 0

5. A Fourier transform processor in accordance with claim 1, wherein each of said r

parallel processing elements includes a butterfly processing element for use in a

decimation in time radix-r butterfly responsive to a plurality of r input data points, said

radix-r butterfly providing a plurality of output data points, said butterfly processing

element comprising:

a plurality of r-1 multipliers, each of said r-1 multipliers having a respective first and

second input terminals and a respective output terminal; and

an adder having a plurality of r input terminals and an output terminal, one of said plurality

of r input terminals of said adder being coupled to a first input data point of said plurality

of r input data points, each of the r-1 others of said plurality of r input terminals of said

adder being coupled to a respective one of said output terminals of said plurality of r-1

multipliers;
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said r-1 plurality of first input terminals of said r-1 plurality of multipliers each being

respectively coupled to one of r-1 of said plurality of r input data points, said output

terminal of said adder being coupled to one of said plurality of output data points; and

said plurality of second input terminals of said r-1 plurality of multipliers being coupled to

a set of coefficients derived from the product of an adder matrix Tr and a twiddle factor

matrix .

6. An apparatus in accordance with claim 5, wherein said coefficients derived from the

product of said adder matrix Tr and said twiddle factor matrix , are substantially given

by,

BrDIT -T
r
xW

(r,k,i) -
[
BrDIT(/,m| kJ (14A),

in which B
rDIT((,m)(i

ti i)

((imN/r+N(k/rtn
-,Vr<1,

'i)

))N

w (15A),

2nd W
(r,k,i)

=

w
(0,k,i)

0

0 w (l,k,i)
-

0 0 - w

0

0

((r- D,k,i)

=
[
w (/,m)fk>i) ]

(16A),

where w
a m) = w ((*^ )mi(n'° ))N for 1 = m, and 0 elsewhere (17A),

and n = (log N/log r) - 1, whereby the operation of said butterfly processing element for

said decimation in time radix - r butterfly is:

thecolon vector

X

(r>kji) = BrDrr xx = U(l)(Ki) ]

(18A)
'
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r-l ((/mN/r+N(k/r (n_l) jmr^ ;;n

where the 1
th
output X(l

= Jx (m)w (19A).

m = 0

7. A Fourier transform processor in accordance with claim 1, wherein each of said r

parallel processing elements includes a radix-r butterfly responsive to a plurality of input

data points and having a plurality of calculation phases, said radix-r butterfly further

providing a plurality of output data points, said radix-r butterfly comprising:

a first plurality of multipliers; and

a second plurality of adders, wherein

said first plurality of multipliers operate substantially simultaneously during a given

calculation phase of said plurality of calculation phases, and said second plurality of adders

operate during said plurality of calculation phases other than said given calculation phase.

8. An apparatus in accordance with claim 7 wherein said given calculation phase is the first

calculation phase.

9. An apparatus in accordance with claim 7, wherein said plurality of multipliers are

coupled to a set of coefficients derived from the product of an adder matrix Tr and a

twiddle factor matrix W^.
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10. An apparatus in accordance with claim 9, wherein said coefficients derived from the

product of said adder matrix Tr and said twiddle factor matrix , are substantially given

by

T -

w° - w°

w° wN/r w2N/r _ w (r-l)N/r

w° w2N/r w4N/r - w 2(r -1)N/r = h.m)] (5A>>

w° w (r-l)N/r _ w (r-l)
2
N/r

where T
(jjin)

= w (6A),

and defining W(r, k, i) the set of the twiddle factor matrices as:

W
(r,k,i)

=

w
(0,k,i)

0

0 w

0

(l,k,i)

0 - w

0

0

((r-l),k,i)

=
[
W(^k,i) ] (8A),

in which,

((N(
ij.)Z r

i

))N

w
(/,m) (k i>

~ w for 1 = m, and 0 elsewhere (9A),

wherein,

BrDIF -W(r,k,i)
xT

r - [
B

r DEF(f,mK ^ ] ^
^

withBrMF(Zim)(M =w

DIF(/,mj(k)i)
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1

))N ( ^ ]^)
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1 = m = 0,. . ., r - 1, i = 0,1.., n - 1, k = 0,1.., (N/r) - 1, ((x))N denotes x modulo N and N (k /

r
1

) is defined as the integer part of the division of k and r
1

,
whereby the operation of said

butterfly processing element for said decimation in frequency radix-r butterfly is:

the colon vectorX (r>kji)
= Br DIF x x = [xa )(^ ]

(12A)
'

where the 1
th
output X

(0(w
= £x

(m)
ww+W»n (i3A).

m = 0

11. An apparatus in accordance with claim 9, wherein said coefficients derived from the

product of said adder matrix Tr and said twiddle factor matrix , are substantially given

by,

BrDIT =Tr xW(r,k,i) = [
Br DIT(/,m| k;i) J

(14A),

((/ m N/i+S (fc*
(n'i))mrM))N

in which B
rrar(/im)(kij)

= w (15A),

and w
(r,k,i)

=

w
(0,k,i)

0 w

0

0

(U,i)

0

0

0

W((r-l),k,i)

=
tva,mjfk;i) ] (16A),

where w
(i m)(k 5)

= ww^'^n for

}

= m^ and 0 elsewhere (17A),

and n = (log N/log r) - 1, whereby the operation of said butterfly processing element for

said decimation in time radix - r butterfly is:

the colon vectorX
(r;k)i)

=BrDrr xx= ]

(18A) '
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r-l ((/mN/r+N(k/r
(n "l)

Jmr
(n_l)

))n

where the 1
th
output - S x (m)w (19A)-

m = 0

12. A multistage Fourier transform processor responsive to N input data points to compute

N output data points, said multistage Fourier transform processor comprising:

a first multiprocessor stage coupled to said N input data points, said first multiprocessor

stage comprising a first plurality of Fourier transform processors, each of said first

plurality of Fourier transform processors comprising

a plurality of rl parallel processing elements, each of said plurality of rl parallel

processing elements having N/rl input data points and N/rl output data points, said

N/rl input data points of said plurality of rl parallel processors being coupled to

respective ones of said N input data points, each of said plurality of rl parallel

processing elements being independent of each other and having at least two stages

of butterfly computing elements; and

a combination phase computing element having N output points, said combination

phase computing element having N input data points coupled to respective ones of

said N/rl output data points from said plurality of rl processing elements, said

combination phase computing element including a single stage of butterfly

computing elements; and
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a second multiprocessor stage coupled to said N output data points of said first

multiprocessor stage, said second multiprocessor stage comprising a second plurality of

Fourier transform processors, each of said second plurality of Fourier transform processors

comprising,

a plurality of r2 parallel processing elements, each of said plurality of r2 parallel

processing elements having N/r2 input data points and N/r2 output data points, said

N/r2 input data points of said plurality of r2 parallel processors being coupled to

respective ones of said N output data points of said first multiprocessor stage, each

of said plurality of r2 parallel processing elements being independent of each other

and having at least two stages of butterfly computing elements; and

a combination phase computing element having N output points forming said N

data output data points of said Fourier transform processor, said combination phase

computing element having N input data points coupled to respective ones of said

N/r2 output data points from said plurality of r2 processing elements, said

combination phase computing element including a single stage of butterfly

computing elements.

13, A multistage Fourier transform processor in accordance with claim 12, further

including a plurality of (i) multiprocessor stages, wherein the radix r FFT of each said

plurality of (i) multiprocessor stages is expressed in terms of its i partial FFTs as follows:
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